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The ability to coherently transport electron-spin states between different sites of gate-defined semi-

conductor quantum dots is an essential ingredient for a quantum-dot-based quantum computer.

Previous shuttles using electrostatic gating were too slow to move an electron within the spin

dephasing time across an array. Here, we report a nanosecond-timescale spin transfer of individual

electrons across a quadruple-quantum-dot device. Utilizing enhanced relaxation rates at a so-called

hot spot, we can upper bound the shuttle time to at most 150 ns. While actual shuttle times are like-

ly shorter, 150 ns is already fast enough to preserve spin coherence in, e.g., silicon based quantum

dots. This work therefore realizes an important prerequisite for coherent spin transfer in quantum

dot arrays.VC 2016 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4959183]

Electrostatically defined semiconductor quantum dots

have been the focus of intense research for the application of

solid-state quantum computing.1–3 In this architecture, quan-

tum bits (qubits) can be defined by the spin state of an elec-

tron. Recently, several experiments have shown coherent

manipulation of such spins for the purpose of spin-based

quantum computation.4–8 Enabled by advances in device

technology, the number of quantum dots that can be accessed

is quickly increasing from very few to several dots.9,10

Large-scale quantum computing architectures require that

qubits can be moved around in the course of a quantum com-

putation.11,12 Several approaches have been demonstrated to

transfer electrons between different sites, e.g., using surface

acoustic waves13 or electrostatic gates.14 First evidence has

been shown that the spin projection is preserved during such

a shuttle. It still remains to be demonstrated, however, that a

coherent superposition is also preserved during shuttling, an

essential requirement for a quantum computer.

The approach using electrostatic gates has proven to

provide high-fidelity spin transfer.14 However, it has been

challenging to create high tunnel couplings between neigh-

bouring dots, whilst keeping sufficient coupling with nearby

reservoirs to load spin states and perform the spin read-out

using spin-to-charge conversion.15 In the most recent exam-

ple of a shuttle,14 the inter-dot tunnel couplings were below

1GHz making it impossible to shuttle on the nanosecond-

timescale. Given the rapid dephasing time, T�
2 , of �20 ns

(in GaAs1), such high-speed shuttles are essential to perform

a coherent spin transfer. In general, short shuttle times will

be beneficial.

In this Letter, we demonstrate the fast transfer of an

electron-spin state inside a linear quadruple-quantum-dot

device with high inter-dot tunnel couplings. To probe the

spin-transfer fidelity of the shuttle, we create a range of dif-

ferent spin states in the leftmost dot, shuttle the electron to

the rightmost dot, and record what happens to the spin state.

Using enhanced spin-relaxation rates at a so-called hot spot,

we can upper bound the shuttle time.

A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a

device nominally identical to the one used is shown in Fig.

1(a). Gate electrodes fabricated on the surface of a GaAs/

AlGaAs heterostructure are biased with appropriate voltages

to selectively deplete regions of the two-dimensional elec-

tron gas (2DEG) 90 nm below the surface and define the

quantum dots. The main function of each gate is as follows:

gates L and R set the tunnel coupling with the left and right

reservoir, respectively. D1� D3 control the three inter-dot

tunnel couplings and P1� P4 are used to set the electron

number in each dot. The inter-dot tunnel couplings have

each been tuned to above 2.5GHz (see Sec. III of the supple-

mentary material16). We label the dots 1–4 starting from left

(1) to right (4). A nearby quantum dot on top of the qubit

array, sensing dot (SD2), is created in a similar way and

functions as a capacitively coupled charge sensor of the dot

array. When positioned on the flank of a Coulomb peak, the

conductance through the sensing dot is very sensitive to the

number of charges in each of the dots in the array. Changes

in conductance are measured using radiofrequency (RF)

reflectometry.17 High-frequency lines are connected via bias-

tees to gates P1, P3, and P4. The device was cooled inside a

dilution refrigerator to a base temperature of �22mK. An

in-plane magnetic field Bext¼ 3.5 T was applied to split the

spin-up (") and spin-down (#) states of the electron by the

Zeeman energy, thereby defining a qubit.

The spin shuttle was initialized by loading a random

electron-spin from the left reservoir into dot 1, as described

by the schematic diagrams of Fig. 1(c) and implemented by

the pulse sequence depicted by the arrows in Fig. 1(b). The

loading of a random electron typically results in a spin mix-

ture of �35% spin-# and 65% spin-".15,19 This loading pro-

cedure allows us to test the spin shuttle for a range of input

states (see next paragraph), without using the more involved
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techniques such as electron spin resonance. The exact loading

ratio of spin states does not influence the performance of the

spin shuttle. After loading, we quickly change the electro-

chemical potential of dots 1 and 2 in such a way that the elec-

tron will shuttle to dot 2. This is repeated for dots 2 to 3, and

finally for dots 3 to 4 following the red arrows of Fig. 1(b).

The electrochemical potential of dot 4 is then tuned to the po-

sition of the green circle in Fig. 1(b). At this position, an excit-

ed spin-# was allowed to tunnel to the reservoir, while a

ground-state spin-" would remain in the dot. The nearby sens-

ing dot (SD2) was then used to record whether or not the elec-

tron had tunneled out, thereby revealing its spin state.15

The operation of the spin shuttle was tested by perform-

ing a variety of measurements. The first two consist of intro-

ducing an extra variable waiting time inside either dot 1 or

dot 4 which induces spin relaxation to the ground state

spin-". We will test if this is reflected in the measurement

statistics. For the data represented by the blue curve in Fig.

2, we first load a random electron-spin in dot 1 for 10 ls.
Next we program a rectangular-shaped voltage pulse of 1 ns

that induces tunneling to dot 2, then to dot 3 in 1 ns, after-

wards to dot 4 in 97 ns resulting in a total shuttle time of

99 ns and add an extra waiting stage in dot 4. Finally, the

read-out occurs which takes 320 ls. To measure the T1 time

in dot 4, the total shuttle time is not critical as long as it is

much shorter than T1. The data show an expected exponen-

tial decay in the measured fraction of spin-# of the form

Pð#Þ ¼ p � e
�t

T
j
1 þ aj, where p is proportional to the initial

loading probability of a spin-#, Tj
1 is the relaxation time in

dot j and aj an offset. We observe T4
1 ¼ 3:7 ð3:1; 4:4Þms and

a4 ¼ 0:012 ð0:00; 0:025Þ (values in brackets indicate 95%

confidence interval).

For the data represented by the green curve in Fig. 2,

we perform a similar pulse sequence as before, only this

time we add the extra waiting stage in dot 1 instead of dot

4. Also, the programmed shuttling time from dot 3 to dot 4

is shortened to 1 ns giving a total shuttling time of 3 ns

which is close to the fastest pulse that can be applied by the

used pulse generator. We observe T1
1 ¼ 1:6 ð1:5; 1:8Þms

and a1 ¼ 0:024 ð0:019; 0:030Þ. The reported values for T1
are in correspondence with the earlier measurements.1

An important ingredient of a spin-shuttle is preservation

of the spin state during a shuttle. This state could be influ-

enced whilst shuttling due to a variety of mechanisms: (1)

charge exchange with the reservoirs, (2) spin-orbit (SO) in-

teraction, and (3) hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spins

of the quantum-dot host material. A detailed discussion is

given in Ref. 14. To determine if spin flips occur, we can

compare the value of a1 and a4. For the T1 measurement in

FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of a sample nominally identical to the one used for the measurements. Dotted circles indicate quantum dots, squares indicate Fermi res-

ervoirs in the 2DEG, which are connected to ohmic contacts. The gates that are not labeled are grounded. The reflectance of SD2, VRF;SD2, is monitored. (b)

Charge stability diagram of the quadruple dot. The occupancy of each dot is denoted by ðl;m; n; pÞ corresponding to the number of electrons in dots 1 (left-

most), 2, 3, and 4 (rightmost), respectively. The fading of charge transition lines from dots 2 and 3 can be explained in a similar way as in Ref. 18 (black dotted

lines indicate their positions) and becomes less prominent for a slow scan (see supplementary material16). The pulse sequence for loading and read-out is indi-

cated in the charge stability diagram via arrows, see also panel b. The black rectangle corresponds to the hot spot in dot 4 where spins relax on a sub-

microsecond timescale; this hot spot is only used for the measurements of Fig. 3. (c) Read from left to right and top to bottom. The system is initialized by

loading one electron from the left reservoir. Next, we shuttle the electron to dots 2, 3, and 4 sequentially and finally read out the spin state using spin-selective

tunneling.

FIG. 2. A random electron-spin is loaded inside dot 1. Afterwards the spin is

either allowed to relax inside dot 1 (green trace) and next shuttled to dot 4

within 3 ns where the spin is read out. Or, the electron is directly shuttled

from dots 1 to 4 within 99 ns, and relaxation is induced inside dot 4 after

which it is read out (blue trace). Each datapoint is an average of 999 meas-

urements (error bars two s.d.). Solid lines indicate an exponential fit to

the data of the form Pð#Þ ¼ p � e�t
T1 þ a.
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dot 4, a4 corresponds to “1 minus the spin-" read-out fidelity,”
assuming perfect spin-" initialization by thermalization.14

a1 describes the probability to measure a spin-# in dot 4,

after having created a spin-" in dot 1 by waiting infinitely

long. The read-out fidelity does not depend on in which dot

the T1 process is induced, or on the shuttling time from dot

1 to 4. As a consequence, the value of a1 can be used to

determine if spin flips have occurred as a spin-" from dot 1

is shuttled to dot 4. If a1 is larger than a4, this would indi-

cate spin flips. Since the confidence intervals for a1 and a4

overlap, we conclude that there is no evidence for spin flips

during shuttling.

The measurements so far strongly indicate that we have

good control over where the electron spin resides (different

T1’s), and that no spin-flips are induced even when shuttling at
high speed throughout the array (similar a’s). However, due to
the relatively long read-out time of 320ls it was still possible
that even though we programmed a pulse sequence that should
correspond to a shuttle time of 3 ns from dots 1 to 4, the elec-

tron actually remained for a longer time in one of the dot(s)

1–3 and only shuttled to dot 4 somewhere during the read-out

stage. During such an event, the electron lagging behind

would temporarily be in a dot whose electrochemical potential

is above the Fermi-level of the reservoirs and has sufficient en-

ergy to potentially leave the dot array. If it leaves, a new ran-

dom electron will enter the array which would be detrimental

for the shuttle-functionality. Alternatively, the electron stays

within the array and continues the shuttle to end up in dot 4.

To gain more insight in when the electron actually

arrives in dot 4, we added an extra stage to the pulse se-

quence that corresponds to a so-called hot spot in dot 4. At

the location of this hot spot, spin-orbit and hyperfine interac-

tions rapidly mix the spin excited state “# ð0; 0; 0; 1Þ” with

the orbital excited state “" ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ”. Spin-conserving or-

bital relaxation quickly transfers the state “" ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ” to

“" ð0; 0; 0; 1Þ.” As a result, the “# ð0; 0; 0; 1Þ” state will relax
on a sub-microsecond timescale to the ground state

“" ð0; 0; 0; 1Þ.”20 We will now use a similar pulse sequence

as before, only with the inclusion of the hot spot inside dot 4.

If the electron spin indeed follows the prescribed pulse se-

quence, it will hit the hot spot and relax. If the electron, how-

ever, resides for some more time in dots 1–3, it will

afterwards miss the hot spot and will still show a significant

spin-# fraction. To identify the location of the hot spots, we

again load a random electron-spin in dot 1, pulse to dot 2 in

1 ns, then to dot 3 in 1 ns and next to a varying location along

the inter-dot transition of dots 3 and 4 for 500 ns; the result

is shown in Fig. 3(a). This clearly shows two prominent

locations where the spin has completely relaxed. The dip at

P1 � �121mV corresponds to the hot spot in dot 4, and is

depicted by a black rectangle in Fig. 1(b). The other dip

(P1 � �115mV) corresponds to the hot spot in dot 3 and is

not used in this experiment.

To get an upper bound for the shuttling speed, we apply

a sequence where we again hop from dots 1 to 2, and dots 2

to 3 in 1 ns each, and then pulse to the hot spot in dot 4 for a

varying amount of time; the result is shown in Fig. 3(b). This

shows that after waiting for 150 ns, the whole spin state has

relaxed resulting in an upper bound of shuttling of �150 ns.

For quantifying this upper bound, we are now limited by the

relaxation time of the hot spot in dot 4. We have verified that

by using just dot 4 (i.e., load in dot 4, move to hot spot, and

read-out from dot 4) that �150 ns is the fastest relaxation

time of this hot spot.

The upper bound of 150 ns is not yet enough to guaran-

tee that a coherent spin transfer can be performed inside a

GaAs device with a T�
2 � 20 ns. It is however promising that

the spin shuttle seems to function without loss of spin-

information for a pulse time as short as 3 ns such as shown in

Fig. 2, indicating that a coherent transfer could already be

feasible in this system. This is in agreement with the obser-

vation that all inter-dot tunnel couplings exceed 2.5GHz. In

practice, the tunneling may be happening on the timescale of

the rise time of the pulse, such that the tunnel events could

be adiabatic with respect to the inter-dot anticrossings. In

each case, 150 ns is fast enough in different host materials

such as Si or Si/SiGe where this shuttling technique could in

principle also be applied and the dephasing time has been

measured to be much longer >120 ls.8 It still has to be

FIG. 3. (a) A random electron-spin is loaded inside dot 1. It is then shuttled

to dot 2 for 1 ns, and next to dot 3 for 1 ns. Afterwards, we vary P1 across

the inter-dot transition of dots 3 and 4 and wait there for 500 ns to identify

the location of the hot spots. Each datapoint is an average of 999 measure-

ments (error bars two s.d.). Dashed line is a guide to the eye. (b) Same pulse

sequence as (a), only this time we pulse to the hot spot in dot 4 determined

from (a) (P1 � �121mV), and vary the waiting time inside the hot spot.

Each datapoint is an average of 900 measurements (error bars two s.d.). The

spin state quickly relaxes due to the short T1-time of the hot spot.
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shown that such structures can reach high tunnel couplings, al-

though first steps have recently been made in a triple-quantum-

dot device.21

In summary, we have demonstrated a spin shuttle inside

a quadruple-quantum-dot device where an electron-spin is

shuttled within at most 150 ns across the four dots. This

work forms the next step in performing a spin shuttle using

electrostatic gates that demonstrates preservation of a quan-

tum superposition, an essential ingredient for powerful quan-

tum computing architectures.
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